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Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.A mathematical model has been generated to represent the
iterative, discrete growth and spallation processes associated with cyclic oxidation. Parabolic
growth kinetics (k(sub p)) over and a constant spall area (F(sub A)) were assumed, with spalling
occurring interfacially at the thickest regions of the scale. Although most models require numerical
techniques, the regularity and simplicity of this progression permitted an approximation by
algebraic expressions. Normalization could now be performed to reflect all parametric effects, and
a universal cyclic oxidation response was generated: W(sub u) 12 3J(sub u)(sup 12) J(sub u)(sup 32)
where W, is weight change normalized by the maximum and J(sub u) is the cycle number
normalized by the number to reach maximum. Similarly, the total amount of metal consumed was
represented by a single normalized curve. The factor (S(sub c)-l)(raised dot)sqrt(F(sub A)k(sub
p)DELTAt) was identified as a general figure of merit, where S(sub c) is the mass ratio of oxide to
oxygen and DELTAt is the cycle duration. A cyclic oxidation failure map was constructed, in
normalized k(sub p)-F(sub A) space, as defined by the locus of points corresponding...
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This publication is really gripping and exciting. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Salvador Lynch-- Prof. Salvador Lynch

This type of publication is every thing and taught me to searching ahead and more. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. You
can expect to like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Dr. Jillian Champlin IV-- Dr. Jillian Champlin IV
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